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Chapter 2551

　　Lin Fansen stared at her with a dark face, “Didn’t you say you have dinner out tonight?”

　　”After thinking about it, I didn’t really want to go, so I refused.” Song Junyue blinked.

　　”Then you can call me, or order takeout,” Lin Fansen said angrily. “If it’s not enough, you can ask
someone to do it or know the Song family’s old house. How old are you, you can eat instant noodles
when I’m not here.”

　　”Alas . , it’s too troublesome, it’s troublesome to call to place an order, and you have to go
downstairs to pick up takeout.”

　　Song Junyue’s brows showed a trace of weariness.

　　She is really too lazy. After working all day, sometimes because of foreign companies, she has to
get up in the middle of the night to start a video. She has too little time. In addition, Song Xingchen is
still too tender for handing over work these days, and many things are fundamental. Not very good,
she taught a lot and almost wanted to curse.

　　When she got home, she just wanted to take a comfortable bath and rest quietly for a while.

　　Going to the old house for dinner? That is even more impossible, and going back will definitely be
talked about by the parents.

　　Outsiders only know how resolute she is in public, but they don’t see how lazy she is in private.

　　Lin Fansen looked at her expressionlessly for a while, then turned around and walked into the
kitchen to open fire, frying her poached eggs and cooking noodles.
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　　”Husband, thank you.” The

　　tender body hugged him from behind, the scent of the woman’s body after bathing wafted in her
nostrils, and Lin Fansen’s hand holding the spatula tightened, “In the future, you will also come back
to Lin’s house for dinner with me.”

　　”You and your parents . Did you say it?” Song Junyue was a little nervous for the first time, “They
agree?”

　　”Well, I said that I must be responsible for bullying you while you were drunk.” Lin Fansen gave
her a meaningful look, “I didn’t say you Forcing me to get married.”

　　”You always bullied me while I was drunk.” Song Junyue said quietly, “Last time Qing Rui asked
you for dinner, and after you had eaten and drank enough, you humiliated me a lot. It’s been sour for
days.”

“…”

　　Lin Fansen immediately remembered when she mentioned it.

　　”Hey, some people are like this. They are satisfied. In turn, they scold women for being rude and
seduce you. Fansen, are you particularly good at pua

　　?” “What does pua mean?” Lin Fansen’s cold face was full of confusion.

　　Song Junyue smiled, “It sounds good to pick up a girl, and it sounds bad to cheat a scumbag.”

　　Lin Fansen: “…”

　　This problem is too serious, Lin Fansen himself was shocked, and turned back quickly, his face is
handsome. Hei, “I’m not.”
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　　”Don’t do this next time, otherwise I really think you are.” Song Junyue looked up at him seriously
and said, “Look, it’s like this every time, I obviously don’t have anything. Shit, you suddenly rushed
over and kissed and kissed, and then put the blame on me, just like the bad guy caught by the police
outside who doesn’t review his own behavior, only blames the woman for wearing a skirt and
showing her legs.”

　　Lin Fansen was told by her Yes, my ears are a little hot.

　　One moment I was still cooking noodles, and the next moment I was in deep reflection.

　　……

　　In the evening, he hugged her and kissed her on the bed. After kissing for a while, his handsome
face suddenly flushed, “Jun Yue, I used to be bad, I really wanted to touch you, but I didn’t want to. I
admit that I was attracted to you, so I always put the blame on you. I’m not right.”

　　”Mr. Lin, it’s rare for you to be so frank.” Song Junyue was lying on the bed with her hands around
his neck, wearing a character sling pajamas, The long black hair was slightly messy scattered on the
bed, and a small face was kissed and blushed.

　　This scene deeply stimulated Lin Fansen.

　　Song Junyue quickly noticed it and smiled softly, “Want?”
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　　”It’s okay, I’m going to take a cold shower.”
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　　Knowing whether her injury was healed, Lin Fansen turned around and wanted to go to the
bathroom.

　　”Don’t go.”

　　She grabbed him, “You remember how I helped you when I had my period.”

　　”…”

　　Lin Fansen’s brain suddenly became hot, of course he remembered.

　　No one knows how cold she is in front of outsiders, and how enthusiastic she is when facing him
at night.

　　”Are you willing?”

　　”What’s wrong with you, I didn’t marry you before, and of course I’m happy to marry you now.”
Song Junyue bit her lip and pulled him back, “As long as you don’t be so rude in the future. “

　　No, I swear.”

　　Lin Fansen didn’t even notice it. Under the orange light, the ice cube’s face was visible to the
naked eye as if it had melted. His handsome face was flushed red, and his eyes were so soft that he
could drown someone.

　　After it was over, he hugged her tightly and kissed her, with that look, he wished he could shove
her into his chest, and after a while, he said hoarsely, “Jun Yue, I will give you any wedding you
want. “

　　Song Junyue was startled, and thought about this question seriously, “I want… a small wedding,
not many guests, just a few people in the family, or both of us, it’s better In a foreign church, keep it
simple.”
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　　”Wife, won’t you be too wronged by this?” Lin Fansen said with a frown suddenly, “You have had
a grand marriage, and this is the first time for me.” The

　　man was wronged Baba’s eyes made Song Junyue burst into laughter, “Sorry, I think getting
married is troublesome, tiring, and too complicated, but you can do whatever you want, as long as
you are the groom, that’s enough.”

Lin Fansen hugged her contentedly, “I’ve decided, we’ll go to the city where we used to study
together to get married, and go to the church near our school, do you remember, when we went
there in the summer vacation, we happened to meet someone else’s wedding, At that time, I had a
wish in my heart, I wanted to marry you back like that, where did we start and where did we come to
a successful conclusion.”

　　”I remember.”

　　She always remembered.

　　Song Junyue closed her eyes with a smile on her face.

　　It turned out that there were some things that neither of them forgot.

　　Even if time has changed, even if the identity of the two is no longer the former students, but what
they want is the same as before.

　　Some things are said to be done.

　　Lin Fansen simply stopped sleeping, sat up and discussed with her about booking a flight ticket.

　　Who says 30-year-old men and women can’t have a wedding that just goes away?

　　The wedding was agreed, and Song Junyue was in a good mood the next day.
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　　It’s just that the people of the Ling family are not very good.

　　In particular, the Qiu family’s affairs became more and more serious. In the morning, Song Ji
called Song Junyue to the office, “Is it your idea that Vice President Li kicked Ling Peng from the
project department away.”

　　Ling Peng is Ling Dong’s relative . Nephew, who has always held an important position in the
Song family, Ling Peng’s departure almost broke one of Ling Ye’s arms.

　　Dong Ling was in a hurry and went to the Song family’s old house in person early in the morning.

　　”Dad, Vice President Li means that the senior management team of Song’s technology company
needs to be reorganized. After discussion, everyone agreed on this decision.” Song Junyue said
lightly, “Of course, this has nothing to do with me, I’m leaving, The changes in the company have
nothing to do with me.”
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　　Song Ji laughed angrily, “You don’t play tricks in front of me, you said to resign on the bright side,
but the executives of the head office have already been cleaned by you, they are all your people,
don’t forget, When you take office, the Ling family is the first to stand up, and your behavior is to kill
the donkey.”

　　”Dad, you also said that you are just standing up, even if he doesn’t stand up at that time, soon,
he will only be punished. I forced to stand up, Uncle Ling chose the smartest way.”

　　Song Junyue looked at her father, she admitted that Song Ji used to do a good job, but she was
really old, and people couldn’t see clearly, “If Ling I am willing to reuse my honest duty. I personally
handed over this year’s overseas projects to Ling Ye, which is the best example, but their family is
too restless.”
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　　Song Ji was startled, with a complicated expression, “What did you say? Did Director Ling match
you and Ling Ye? It’s just a marriage, if you don’t like it, you don’t like it, no one is forcing you.”

　　”You really think too simply, what Ling Ye wants is just me, What he wants is that the Song family
will become the Ling family in the future, okay?”

　　Song Junyue shook her head helplessly, “I don’t care what your relationship with Uncle Ling is in
private, but the public deserves the credit, the private is private, he wants to find you, you can Let
him come to me, I know what the Ling family did in private.”

　　Song Ji opened his mouth slightly, suddenly not knowing what to say.

　　Song Junyue walked to the door and turned around, “Dad, let me remind you that you were in the
company before because I was always there to help you, but now that I’m leaving, you keep your
eyes open.”

　　After she finished speaking, she left directly . .

　　Song Ji only felt that his face was almost lost.

　　When Dong Ling called again, he just said that he couldn’t control it.

　　……

In the afternoon, Ling Dong and Ling Ye came over in person.

　　Dong Ling is a smart person, he slapped Ling Ye on the head as soon as they met, “Jun Yue, I
only found out today that my son is confused, there is no way, he really likes you so much, since he
was eighteen years old. I like you very much, but unfortunately you were married to Zhao Yan at that
time, and suddenly he heard that you were married. He couldn’t control it, so he used some means,
but he didn’t expect to be trapped by the Qiu family. Don’t pick it up and go to Ling Peng. What are
you doing, tell your uncle, and he will go back and teach Ling Ye a lesson.”
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　　”How are you going to teach him a lesson?” Song Junyue’s face was cold and her eyes were
sharp

　　. ……”

　　Dong Ling was very embarrassed, the lesson was just a scene, Song Junyue said it was too
disrespectful to him.

　　Ling Ye hurriedly explained, “Junyue, I…”

　　”I haven’t officially resigned yet, you should call me President Song.” Song Junyue interrupted
rudely, and the fierce aura suddenly burst out. .

　　Ling Ye was startled, his face turned white and then red.

　　Dong Ling also lost face, “Jun Yue, I promise to keep an eye on Ling Ye in the future. Since you
are also married, I will let him die.”

　　”Uncle Ling, I won’t go around any other words.” Song Junyue Feng’s eyes narrowed slightly, and
the corners of his mouth curled sneeringly, “I can achieve this position today, and even crush the
board members to death, which proves that I am not a vegetarian. I talked to Ling Ye a few days
ago, he It’s not like I didn’t give him a chance, why do you like me at the age of eighteen, and what I
like is my position.”

　　Ling Dong’s face changed, and Ling Ye said embarrassedly: “President Song, what do you think?
This is so insulting.”
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　　”Insulting you?”

　　Song Junyue smiled, “Why don’t you think about it, you are older than me, why am I pressing on
you and your dad, Ling Ye, your little thought, from my seat to this I knew the position on the first
day, and even, not only you, but also other people, just for the sake of Dong Ling who stood up first,
and also because you are really capable, I will give you face, I’ll give you a chance.” After a

　　pause, she stood up, stepped on high heels, and put one hand on the leather seat, “I have no
problem with those who are interested in my position, young man, it’s normal to have ambitions, But
you can’t act too seriously, treat me like a fool, right, Dong Ling.”

　　She looked at Dong Dong with a half-smile, “I usually play well with my dad, especially during this
time. I was overworked at work, and something happened to Rong Shi. Uncle Ling also comforted
me, but my dad was confused, but I am not confused.”

　　”Jun Yue…” Dong Ling smiled with an old face, but his eyes were already full. There was no
smile, “You are talking more and more too much.”

　　”Excessive?”

　　Song Junyue pursed her lips indifferently, “In private, you talk a lot, when Ling Ye marries me in
the future, take advantage of my pregnancy or birth. When I was a child, Ling Ye could rely on my
husband’s identity to replace him. If it fails, it doesn’t matter. Anyway, our child’s surname is Ling. At
that time, for my child’s sake, the person who will take over Song’s surname will not be Ling. One
day , Song Clan can become Ling Clan.”

　　Ling Dong and Ling Ye were shocked.

　　They usually only say these words once or twice at home, how come Song Junyue knows all of
them.

　　Ling Ye didn’t say anything else. Ling Dong felt a chill on his back at his age, “Jun Yue, it’s okay
for you to question Ling Ye, but you can’t slander our Ling family.”
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“Slander?” The sharp edge in Song Junyue’s eyes turned cold, “These words were spoken by your
servants of the Ling family, Uncle Ling, so far, I might as well tell you, your Ling family has my
eyeliner, you stand When you came out to help me first, it meant that you were decisive and aware
of current affairs, so you were the one I was most wary of.”

　　Ling Ye’s whole body seemed to be completely cold all of a sudden.

　　Under Song Junyue’s gaze, he suddenly felt that his father and son were like fools.

　　She thought she could eat and live Song Junyue, but the family had long lived under her eyes,
like a clown jumping on a beam.

　　Ling Dong’s old face was red with anger, “If that’s the case, why did you only say it today.”

　　”As I said, you can be ambitious or greedy. In Song’s workplace, I like such people, but I don’t like
them. The knife is facing me.” Song Junyue said coldly, “Actually, Ling Ye’s ability is good, even if he
leaves the company, he can make a breakthrough. Should he resign himself, or will he be kicked out
like his cousin after the high-level reorganization? After a

　　long and embarrassing silence, Ling Ye clenched his fists, “I understand, I will submit my
resignation letter.”

　　”It’s good.” Song Junyue sat back on the chair again.

　　Ling Ye took a deep breath and finally said: “I just want to ask another question, I am not losing to
Lin Fansen, I do have ambitions, doesn’t Lin Fansen have it?”

　　”Do you think if he has one, he can join me? Eyes?” Song Junyue asked with raised eyebrows.

　　Ling Ye was stunned, then laughed at himself.

　　In the past, he actually wanted to manipulate Song Junyue, he was really awake and dreaming.
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　　The woman Song Junyue was the most terrifying woman he had ever seen.
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